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Astrological Consulting

?

Questions?
Astrologer
Eric Linter
has answers.
Changes in relationships, career, health,
finances or spiritual practice are inevitable.
Eric’s clarity will help you stay on the right
path. His insights help you better understand and appreciate life’s challenges. His
clients say Eric Linter is “profound and
enlightening” and “one of the best astrologers
on the East Coast.”

Astrology

&

Esoteric
Psychology
Monique Pommier, M.A., Ph.DE

Astrology illuminates one’s psychological
landscape and journey. It times life developments and reveals their designs for the soul.
I offer astrological services and ongoing
psychospiritual counseling with astrology,
Jungian and esoteric psychology as a comprehensive ground of exploration and guidance

Eric, a professional astrologer for 25
years, works with individuals, couples
and businesses. Specialties include career
moves, personal creativity and karmic
relationships. Consultations are available in
person, by telephone, or on cassette. Eric
also offers classes, lectures and appearances at parties and special events. For
more information and to schedule a private
session, contact Eric by email or call:
stars@ericlinter.com
X 508-541-4115 X

“I learned more from one session than I did
from 5 years of analysis.”
- J.G., Cambridge, MA

on current issues and lifelong questionings.
By accessing the deeper order of your
life, you gain transformative insights into
the evolutionary meaning of particular
challenges and new perspectives to direct
your choices.
My background includes an MS and PhD
in Esoteric Psychology and Philosophy. Jungian psychology, Eastern and Western Traditions are key foundations in my approach. I
have been in practice for 25 years.
U Astrological Consultations U
U Psychospiritual Counseling U
www.astrologicalpsychology.com
617-524-7072

Classes, Certifications & Schools
Eclectic
Institute
of Aromatherapy
and Herbal Studies

Instructor Linda Patterson offers over
20 years of experience in the science,
art and principles of herbalism and
aromatherapy.

Classes, Certifications & Schools

At the Gemstone Therapy Institute,
you’ll find both medicinal-grade therapy
tools and an alternative-healing school
offering meaningful and scientificallybased beginner to advanced training in
Diamond and Gemstone Therapy.

Massage | Aesthetics
Polarity | RYSE
Ipswich • Plymouth • Westboro
You deserve an education that honors
who you are and who you are becoming.
A great education is spiritually transforming: You overcome your limitations
and realize your highest potential, at the same
time you learn the foundation and skills
to succeed.
Excellent education is not by chance; it
comes from years of listening to employers,
graduates and students to find the best
way to teach the most valuable information to make you successful.
As a leader in energy medicine and energy

New England
Institute of
Reflexology &
Universal Studies

Ongoing certification courses offered
throughout the northeast including:
✴ 7-Month Herbal Certification
✴ 4-Month European-Based Aromatherapy
Introduction
✴ 4-Month Advanced Aromatherapy Course
✴ 3-Month Conscious Nutrition Course
✴ Palmistry a tool of diagnoses

~ Now teaching throughout New England ~

www.aromatherapyandherbalstudies.com
978-297-4502

www.walkinbalance.com
v 508-317-3044 v
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Join a circle of well-connected individuals
who understand the art, science and
transformative potential of gemstone
healing in a world where an energy-based
approach has become both accepted and
essential for overall health and well-being.
We can show you how to use diamonds
and gemstones to get deep and meaningful
healing results, so you can transform your
life and fulfill your potential. Online classes
available!
Our founder, Isabelle Morton, was the
original visionary for Diamond Therapy
and Gemstone Therapy in 1987. She is the
go-to expert on gemstones, how they work,
and how to receive their benefits.
LearnGem.org • 860-646-3063
education@gemformulas.com

based education since 1980, Nancy Risley
recognizes that your education is a transformational healing process. As a successful
therapist, author and teacher, her vision is
to help you realize your dream of work that
is creative and supports all aspects of who
you are. Whether you work in a spa, clinic,
or have your own business, you gain the
required skills to create satisfaction as well as
increased flexibility, control and income.
The next step to fulfilling your future
is to call for a no obligation, information
interview with our Admissions Representative. We look forward to meeting you and
learning about your future.
Programs take from 4 to 12 months,
depending on your schedule: Full-time,
mother’s hours or part-time evenings.
Accredited. Licensed. Financial Aid available
for qualified students.
800-262-8530 v www.spatech.edu

v

v

v

Approved Continuing Education in
Reflexology, Massage, and Reiki
Integrative techniques strengthen foundations and create a balanced treatment
style
NCBTMB provider

Our goal is to act as a bridge between
complimentary and conventional medicine
through the training of qualified holistic
practitioners. Join us!

Classes, Certifications & Schools

Children's Health & Services

AFFORDABLE HERBAL EDUCATION
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
❖

Intensive 7-Month Herbal Apprenticeships

❖

Advanced Training – Levels Two and Three

❖

Aromatherapy Certification – Two Levels

❖

Lyme Disease Practitioner Training

Herbal Apprenticeships ❖ Advanced Training
Aromatherapy Levels One and Two

UPCOMING HERBAL CLASSES

www.bostonherbalstudies.com
Arlington, MA ❖ 617.417.8686

May 15-16, 2021 – Neuroinflammation and
Autoimmune Immunity with Caroline Gagnon

Touchstone Community School is an
independent school serving students in
grades PK–8, cultivating a joy of lifelong
learning through transformative intellectual,
social, and emotional growth.
Come visit us!

Learning through nature and outdoors
The child as an active learner
Project-based learning
Challenging academics
Focus on physical activity
At least one hour of recess daily
Focus on creativity and the arts
No standardized testing
Small class sizes
Grafton, MA
508-839-0038
touchstoneschool.com

Coaching
SPIRAL
ARTS
Spiral Arts is dedicated to providing
rich experiences in the Expressive Arts as a
deep path to personal discovery. Through
unique workshops, personal coaching, and

The Art Ashram, Spiral Arts encourages
spiritual exploration, healing with art,
creative expression, intuitive art-making,
and opportunities to find meaning on your
personal path. No art experience or talent
is necessary – you already have everything
you need inside you!
Dr. Patricia Wild
www.spiralartsforlife.com
603-340-4566

My passion is providing guidance to
tapping into to your Intuitive Superpower
and receiving your divine messages with
soul clarity and confidence.

Carolyn McGee
Intuition Coach
& Teacher
Imagine a life where you follow your inner
guidance to:
k Make empowered and intuitive decisions

Centers

k Fulfill your soul’s destiny through

effective life strategies
k Live in alignment with your highest purpose

Illuminating
Light
Healing
Center
Change Through Empowerment
Rev. Kristen Stone is an Intuitive Psychic
and Spiritual Medium. Rave reviews describe
her as “connected and gifted” and having “an
uncanny ability to zone right into your energy.”

Years!
24+

Women of Wisdom
HOLISTIC HEALING CENTER

Usui, Holy Fire, Karuna Reiki
Hypnotherapy G BARS G Massage
Crystal Healing G Past Life Regression
Integrated Energy Therapy
Akisni G Inner Child Healing

www.spiritofchange.org

To begin your soul-guided journey,
visit my website at:
www.CarolynMcGee.com

Her readings are profound, accurate and get
to the root of the soul’s need to heal.
• Universal Readings: Psychic,
Mediumship, Oracle & Tarot Cards
• Healing Modalities: Usui, Karuna,
Holy Fire, and Kundalini Reiki.
New Paradigm M.D.T.
• Mentoring/Coaching Programs:
Intuitive, Conscious Living Coaching
to guide you to your Soul-Purpose.
www.illuminating-light.com • 508-818-0675
87 East Main Street, Norton, MA 02766

SCHOOLS OF WISDOM

ing
Celebrat

I teach clients how to:
• Clear energetic blocks
• Trust their intuition
• Take inspired action
• Feel confident with every life
and business decision

Holistic Practitioner and Professional,
Earth Medicine, Angel Alignment, Wicca
Akashic Soul Mastery, Hypnotherapy,
Mediumship, and Animal Communication;
Training for Reiki, IET, Gaiadon Heart, etc.,
plus workshops daily

ED LANGAN
Master Mindset
Coach
Law of Attraction
Expert

Personalized Mindset Coaching
Can Change Your Life!

Psychic Channel
For the Guides

Coaching sessions are by Zoom or by phone.

Are you feeling like you’re in your
own way, blocked or stuck?

facebook.com/edlangan.byb
info@EdwardLangan.com v 508 316-4574

Experience colon hydrotherapy
in a safe, relaxed environment using
state-of-the-art FDA registered equipment.

GIFT SHOP

womenofwisdominc.com
508-230-3680

EdwardLangan.com

Colon Hydrotherapy

Unique Jewelry G Healing Tools G Statues
Crystal Bowls G Ritual Items G Angels
Mediums or Psychic Readings
Hours: M-F 10 am-8 pm, S/S 10 am-6 pm
118 Washington Street, N. Easton, MA

Ed helps heart centered entrepreneurs
shift their mindset, create their vision, and
manifest more clients, more revenue and
more success using universal laws. Ed also
teaches workshops. See website for details.

Stephanie Dumas
I-ACT Certified Colon Hydrotherapist, Owner

Lexington Medical Building
16 Clarke Street, Lexington, MA
Cleansing for the body, the mind, the spirit

stephanie@healthyspiritcleansing.com
781-860-5116
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Counseling and Therapy

PATH
TO THE
PRESENT
Diane Spindler, LMHC, LMFT
Healing and teaching for over 25 years
h Relief of PTSD and depression
h Elimination of phobias
h Reduction of anxiety, panic attacks,

Psychotherapy clients have reached a
point where they know why they feel badly,
but don’t know how to release these bad
feelings that keep them attached to their old
stories and in the past. Using Gentle
Reprocessing and other leading edge therapies, I help clients let go of these old stories
so they can move on to a happier future.
If you’re a veteran, a first responder, a
victim of physical, mental, or sexual abuse,
a victim of a disaster, a person with a traumatic background, a person who has anger
issues, or a person who is afraid of public
speaking, this process could be for you.
h 508-886-0007 h

unexplained body pain, nightmares,
flashbacks, and dissociation

Holistic
Counseling
Concepts
Trish Whynot, D.C.Ed.
Doctor of CORE Education
Author of “Why Me? Why Now?
WHY NOT? Finding opportunity
in your obstacles.”
Dr. Trish Whynot’s approach
is a blending of personal growth and
spiritual wisdom incorporating ASAT™
C.O.R.E. Counseling, meditative techniques, and wise guidance that comes
through the Mineral Kingdom.

Holistic
Psychotherapy
Lori Miller-Freitas, LICSW
Get to the core — Transform your life!
You are on this earth to be happy
and realize your true potential.

www.GentleReprocessing.com

Get to the root of physical, social and
financial problems.
G Learn approaches to living and loving
that expect opportunities even during
challenging times.
G Thrive on the wisdom, compassion and
understanding gained from life experiences and open to an array of extraordinary futures.
G

“What impressed me about Dr. Trish Whynot
was her ability to see through the chaos of
life’s web and identify the root cause of any
problem.”
— Bob Olson, Afterlifetv.com
Workshops and Sessions Available
In Office, Phone or Skype
Pittsfield and Windham, NH
trish@trishwhynot.com
www.TrishWhynot.com G 978-314-4545

Brainspotting
A neurobiological tool for releasing
traumatic/emotionally-charged issues within
the brain.
Holistic Psychotherapy
Clinical Consultation
Using extensive professional experience
to resolve issues related to: Trauma, Grief,
PTSD, Anxiety and Phobias.

EMDR R BSP R Hypnosis R Reiki

Certifications: LICSW, EMDRIA Approved
Consultant, National Board of Certified
Clinical Hypnotherapists.
Visa/MC acccepted.

I use a combination of traditional, body
centered and energy therapies to increase the
speed and deepen the level of holistic healing.

294 Pleasant St. R Ste. 103B R Stoughton, MA
www.eaglespirittherapies.com
781-297-2003

Counseling and Therapy

Holistic Counseling
Services, LLC
Kerri Morrison integrates mental health
supports, holistic healing tools, and intuitive
education for both private clients and the
community into her practice. She has helped
hundreds of individuals improve the quality
of their life, self-confidence, and their
relationships.
Kerri believes healing and growth are
always possible, and when people are ready,
they can “awaken” to their true potential.
Office is located in Newburyport, MA
978-255-7893 u awakenhcs.com
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Additional Non-Therapy Offerings
• $25–“Journey to Awakening” E-Course
• Monthly community education
workshops and trainings
• Deliberate Dating education programs
• Holistic Life-Alignment Coaching
Specialty in working with
Highly Sensitive People (HSP)/Empaths
Non-medication-based approaches centered in
mind-body-spirit alignment & energy psychology
Services are for individuals, couples, and families.
In-person OR virtual
Free 15-minute phone consultations.

Barbara
Madden
Johnson

“Barbara has a unique gift. She really helped
me find the person I was meant to be buried
under the layers of what people wanted me to be.”

Certified Master Hypnotist
NLP Practitioner
Energy Medicine Practitioner

You can do this. You can find peace
of mind. You can make positive changes
permanent. You can heal your body, mind,
and soul. You may not know how to
connect to the part of you that knows the
way, but that part of you is still in you.
Barbara will help you reconnect and guide
you on your unique healing path.

Barbara brings a rich blend of deep
experience as a clinician, clinical supervisor,
college administrator, and professor. She
helps individuals resolve health issues,
including learning disabilities, dyslexia,
immune and auto-immune diseases, chronic
fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, and
depression, as well as issues relating to
career, identity, relationships, and more
recently, gender identification.

Center
of the Heart
Whole Health Integration

Joan Holzman, Psy. D.

I have learned over the years that
when one's mind is made up,
this diminishes fear. — Rosa Parks

• Licensed Mental Health Counselor
Holistic Coach • Community Educator
• Certified Reiki Practitioner
• Trauma-Informed EFT “Tapping” Practitioner
• MA State Rep and Director at Large with
the Association for Comprehensive
Energy Psychology (ACEP)

Lic. Psychologist, Lic. Marriage and Family Therapist
Dance/Movement Therapist
From the time we are very young we
take life’s experiences to heart. Over time
we may forget our core, hurts and feelings,
but they remain with us. Our heartfelt
experiences help shape our sense of self
and our interactions with others.

– Sheryl C., Boston, MA

Be at your creative potential now.
Barbara Madden Johnson, MA, CAGS, LPC
617-484-1716 u UcanEmerge@aol.com

I offer a variety of modalities such as:
EMDR, Sandtray Therapy, Relaxation Techniques, Therapeutic Movement & Psychotherapy to help heal our core issues and
attain a more integrated sense of health and
well being. I look forward to meeting you.
Client Comments:
s Sandtray –
“Sand tray therapy helped me see my life
more clearly.”
s EMDR – “I had insights I never had before.”
s Therapeutic Movement –
“It was great to feel the freedom in my body
after working with you.”
42 Thoreau Street, Concord, MA 01742
978-369-6138

Consciousness Transformation
Andrea
Seiver, Ph.D.
Channeled Readings
Classes
Have you spoken with an ascended
master recently? Vywamus, channeled by
Andrea Seiver, is a master and teacher who
is working to help all humans make theshift
into the higher levels of consciousness.
Readings with Vywamus cover your life
work, relationships, past lives, and other

The Free Universal Spirit Is the Teaching of
the Love for God and Neighbor toward
People, Nature and Animals

Other Classes:
Learn to Channel • Advanced Channeling
For information, contact Andrea at
617-332-1541 • www.andreaseiver.com
Available Now! The Next Big Bang:
The Explosion of Human Consciousness
A Vywamus Book
Read more at www.andreaseiver.com

Recognize and Heal Yourself through
the Power of the Spirit
The human being is an energy field of the
Spirit. Thus, each person can make use of
the absolutely positive power of the Spirit
of God in his life – with illness or to stay
healthy. Many practical indications with
certain illnesses are given. We learn that
the Spirit of God is the “fuel,” the energy
for soul and physical body, and about selfhealing through the power of the Spirit –
and much, much more.
www.Gabriele-Publishing-House.com /
Amazon.com
384 pp., HB, Order No. S102en • 1-844-576-0937
P.O. Box 2221, Deering, NH 03244

R Minerals and Jewelry
R Top Quality Selection
R Weekly Classes
R Guest Presenters
R Available for Rental
R Meditations and Workshops

Crystals & Wellness Space

489 Mass. Ave., Arlington, MA
1 – 4 pm daily
Kyle@CrystalConcentrics.com

Kyle Russell, Founder

617-771-5119 R PortalCrystalGallery.com

Success is a state of mind.
If you want success, start thinking
of yourself as a success — Dr. Joyce Brothers

www.spiritofchange.org

Bringing complimentary and
alternative care to our community...

issues with his characteristic warmth,
humor, and practical advice.
Channeled Classes and Spiritual Tutoring help you personally evolve and begin
to live in a state of higher consciousness.
Evenings with Vywamus: Enjoy
discussion evenings with Vywamus,
contact Andrea for next dates.

Crystals

Portal
Crystal
Gallery

Healing and Bodywork
We are a dedicated and professional group
of practitioners providing compassionate
care to assist our clients on their journey
to wellness.
Acupuncture o Reflexology o Cupping
Massage (over 10 types, including prenatal!)

18 North Meadows Rd, Unit 12B,
Medfield, MA

Gua Sha o TuiNa o Therapeutic Ultrasound

holisticwellnesscenter.org | 508-359-7400
Now located in the Medfield Crossing
Shopping Plaza on Route 27

Holistic Health Coaching and more!

©
                                  

Libby Barnett, MSW, RMT
Awaken Your Healing Touch
Libby is a gifted, knowledgeable Reiki
Master with 41 years experience. Libby
learned Reiki from John Harvey Gray in
1979, and is the longest practicing Reiki
Master Teacher on the East Coast. Her
book, Reiki Energy Medicine, Bringing
Healing Touch into Home, Hospital, and
Hospice has sold over 75,000 copies in
five languages.
Use Reiki to create more joy, ease,
and happiness. Let Libby’s warm, heartcentered approach help you take your
next step toward self-love and inner
peace. Reiki brings balance and harmony,
supporting you doing the work you were
born to do. Reiki facilitates transitions,
promotes creativity and wisdom, and
accelerates spiritual growth, helping you
manifest your magnificence.
Libby has been teaching Reiki at
Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health for
15 years. She has taught medical and
nursing students at Harvard, Dana Farber
Cancer Institute, Brown, Tufts, and Yale,
as well as staff at Mass General, Brigham
and Women’s, Beth Israel, Mt. Auburn,
Emerson, Dartmouth-Hitchcock, Southern
New Hampshire, New York Columbia
Presbyterian hospitals, and social workers
at the University of Maryland. Libby was
featured in a Reiki segment for the PBS
nationally televised series, Body and Soul.
“Libby has a beautiful way of teaching
and creates a perfect atmosphere
for healing and learning.”
One of Libby’s passions is teaching
hospice staff and volunteers. Fueled by
Reiki energy, their healing touch is

Reiki o IET o Polarity

…and if that isn’t enough, crystals & gifts too!

enhanced, creating greater effectiveness
in calming agitation, soothing pain and
providing comfort.
In class, a powerful slide presentation
captures the essence of Reiki and
highlights the latest research. Reiki stories
from Libby’s extensive experience will
uplift and inspire you, showing how
anyone can learn Reiki. You receive
attunements and practice giving and
receiving Reiki. You leave class with an
illustrated notebook, certificate, and Reiki
pin, fully trained and certified to do Reiki
on yourself, family, friends, and animals.
“Hands on, Reiki’s on.”
"My commitment to teach the Usui System
of Reiki Healing in the authentic, traditional
manner inspired me to visit Japan to
retrace the roots of Reiki. I am dedicated to
teaching this sacred healing art to promote
health and conscious living on the planet. I
invite you to give yourself the gift of Reiki.
It is an easy, effective self-care tool to love,
heal, and empower yourself. I look forward
to meeting you and sharing Reiki.”

All 2021 classes are offered
virtually via Zoom:
Reiki I:
March 6, May 15, July 17,
or September 18
Reiki II Class on day
following Reiki I Class;
Taking Reiki I and Reiki II back to back
is encouraged.
Reiki Master Class:
April 10, July 17, or October 2
Graduates of other Reiki teachers welcome.
Additional Reiki training dates can be
found at: www.reikienergy.com
All credit cards accepted.
Social Work, Nursing and Massage
contact hours/CEU’s available. Reiki Master
Teacher Training info available on request.
To register or for more information:
reikienergy.com
reiki@reikienergy.com • 603-654-2787
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Healing and Bodywork
• Hands-on Classes (Mindfulness, Herb,
Plant Identification, Plant Spirit, Native
Plants and more)
• Nature Rejuvenation Therapy (working
with women to assist them with
restoring their body + spirit)

Are you feeling frustrated or
overwhelmed by responsibilities
and uncontrollable disruptions?
Are you looking for practices to release
unhealthy energy in ways that bring
joy to your heart?
Did you know that Nature is our best
ally against all the toxic stuff?
Earth Walkers leads people on healing
journeys to fully experience nature in
more spiritual ways. Guided experiences
and opportunities include:
• Nature Walks

When you journey with Earth Walkers
you will experience:
• Improved physical + emotional health
• Reduced stress
• More joy
• New outlets for creative expression
• Deeper inner connection
• And SO MUCH MORE
Amy Melissa Witt, Horticulturalist, Naturalist,
Educator and Director of Earth Walkers, has
over 25 years of experience providing naturebased programs in southern Maine.
www.earthwalkers.me
amyearthwalkers@gmail.com
Serving Southern Maine

Deborah is dedicated to the whole health
and well-being of her clients. She brings a
wealth of training, experience and practical,
compassionate wisdom to every person,
appointment, and class.
WHAT HER CLIENTS SAY

DEBORAH STRAFUSS
Reiki Master Teacher,
Certified Spiritual Life
Coach, SCR, CDP
Healing Yourself Naturally with Reiki
Crystal Reiki offers Reiki sessions, Reiki
Training, and transformative Spiritual
Coaching to support you in living your
best life, Birth Healing and Land and
Space clearing to provide healthy
beginnings and environments for life.

“Your access to Spirit is divine, healing and
magical.”
– Sarah
“Deborah … gently offered her insight and
provided tools to help me turn my mindset
from frustration to acceptance.”
– Jeni
ONLINE AND COVID-SAFE
IN-PERSON SESSIONS AVAILABLE

Find Crystal Reiki at The Gentle Place
Wellness Center in Framingham, MA
R 508-353-5136 R

www.CrystalReikiEnergy.com

Healing: Combined Modalities
Body Balancing Center
bringing body, mind and spirit into balance

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
Detox with state of the art “Open System”
providing complete privacy. F I-ACT
and National Board certified.
ENERGY HEALING Therapy
Emotion and Body Code, Energy Codes
and Bio Energetic Synchronization
Technique, Psych-K, NLP and more...

www.BodyBalancingCenter.com
Text or call 508-868-3624
info@BodyBalancingCenter.com
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DETOX & CLEANSE
With Infrared Thera Sauna,
Q2 Ionic Foot bath, BEMER
MASSAGE THERAPY

Healing: Combined Modalities

intuitive
HEALING

Wendy Marks

M.Ed, C.A.S., FAPA
R Medical intuitive sessions, energy heal-

ing and integrative therapy
R 30 years of experience in traditional and

complementary healthcare

SACRED RESONANCE HEALING
Bena Phillipo
EM Level 4 Practitioner
Holy Fire III Karuna
Reiki Master/Teacher

SESSIONS AND CLASSES
• Distance Healing Sessions using EM
and Reiki with flexible times offered
• Geobiology Land Clearing for home
and property
• Reiki Shares usually fall on the second
Saturday of the month. They should
resume in summer.
ON SITE CLASSES
• Holy Fire III, Reiki I & II Class
June 5th & 6th, 2021
• Holy Fire III, Master/Teacher Class
July 9th - 11th, 2021
• Holy Fire III, Karuna Master Class
September 10th - 12th, 2021
Exploring the healing arts in the San
Francisco bay area, I came upon many
practitioners who used a variety of modalities.
Some combined different techniques in a
single session, which worked well for me.
Knowing this, I went on to learn many
different healing modalities: Chi Nei Tsang,
Shiatsu, Reflexology, Craniosacral Therapy,

R Improve your physical, mental, and

spiritual health
R Works with individuals to develop their

own intuitive skills
“By healing ourselves we create changes
that have a ripple effect on the world around us.”
Looking for practical guidance to create your own spiritual path? You’ll find it
in Wendy’s book Your Soul’s Companion,
available on her website and at amazon.com.
www.wendymarks.com R 781-449-5368
wlm922@wendymarks.com

Reiki and my latest healing modality is EM.
I have had great success combining these in
various ways.
Holy Fire Reiki is a new form of Reiki,
the energy comes directly from source
and most who experience it find it to
be stronger than other forms of Reiki.
Attunements are replaced by Ignitions and
the energy flows directly form Source, as
we relinquish control over Reiki energy, we
also gain free will to use it.
Craniosacral Therapy using the light touch
of CST one uses their hands to diagnose
and treat distortions and dysfunctions
along the spinal cord. Using soft touch
techniques, we release the restrictions in the
tissues around the craniosacral system.
EM is a healing energy medicine that
combines ancient Chinese systems of
acupuncture and feng shui with modern
knowledge of physics and anatomy.
EM allows practitioners to diagnose and
treat people over long distances, tapping
into Universal Qi for diagnosing and treating
western diseases and balancing eastern flows.
Sacred Resonance Healing
43 Highland St., Southborough, MA 01772
508-303-0366 • SacredResonanceHealing.com
Bena@SacredResonanceHealing.com

Herbal Healing
RACHEL ROSS,
APRN, CNM

HILLSIDE HERBALS

~ Family Wellness with Herbs ~
Find herbal solutions for the whole family
Shop: by appointment. Download catalog. Custom
preparations also available by appointment.

HOLISTIC WOMEN’S HEALTH

Services include functional medicine
testing and well-woman gynecological care.

New: Join my online discount quality pharmacy;
Fullscript.com Use my name to create an
account. Get 15% off your favorite brands

206 Worcester Road #35, Princeton, MA 01541
508-827-2733 k holisticwomanshealth.com

206 Worcester Road #35, Princeton, MA 01541
508-847-8615 k hillsideherbals.com

Homeopathy
Experience the
Healing Energy of

Homeopathy
ABBY BEALE, CCH RSHom(NA)
Are you looking for a smarter way to heal
your body from nagging chronic issues?

Homeopathic care is holistic and
individualized, taking into account all of
who you are and how you experience life
– mentally, emotionally, and physically.

Whether it’s depression, anxiety, women’s
issues, digestive troubles, child behavior
problems, or more, know that homeopathy
works with your body to relieve symptoms, restore vitality, and improve your
overall health.
Ask about Tea with a Homeopath
events or beginner study groups.
All appointments currently online only.
ABBY BEALE, CCH RSHOM(NA)
homeopathyhealings@gmail.com
HomeopathyHealings.com k 413-426-1024

Natural Products
COZY SHEEPSKINS FOR
EVERYDAY LIFE

SHEEPSKIN

MAMA

Ethically Sourced
Sheepskins

• White & Colorful, all textures
• Kundalini Yoga & Healing Reiki
• Babies & Furry friends love them!
• Guru Dev Yogic Healing Oils
SHEEPSKINMAMA.COM
INFO@SHEEPSKINMAMA.COM

Nutrition
I CAN HELP YOU:

BETH COLON, M.S., BCHN
Nutrition Counselor
Board Certified in Holistic Nutrition

Come on a journey with me to improve
your health with holistic nutrition.

Relieve digestive issues such as
IBS and GERD
Stop unhealthy eating practices
Curb sugar and carb addictions while
improving your A1C numbers
Enhance your health with nutritional
cleansing.

978-340-0448
HolisticNutritionServices.com

Readings
Nancy Johansen
RN, CCH, RMT

Connecting you with your Angelic Dream Team,
creating your Happily Ever After
Angel Readings S Past Life Regression
Angel Therapy® S Reiki S Hypnotherapy

at Angeltouche

Soulful Life Coaching
Psychic Intuitive S Angel Therapy Practitioner ®

www.spiritofchange.org

Private sessions in person or distance
by phone and e-mail.
Classes and workshops ~ Franklin, MA
Nancy@Angeltouche.com
www.Angeltouche.com S 508-577-4552

Readings

Connecting to Spirit for inspiration,
sustenance and support for your life’s journey
Nancy guides you into a connection with
spirit and your soul for guidance, healing
and direction. Connect with a loved one
who has passed or receive Soul messages
in a session with Nancy. Ask about package
discounts and mentoring relationships.

SOUL ART Nancy offers sessions in the
Akashic Records to open to your Soul. She
will sketch while she reads. You will receive
your art a couple weeks later.
SOUL ART MENTORING Nancy Also
offers Soul Art Mentoring over a period
of time. This mentoring includes Akashic
healing work, sketches to help you on
your way, and a final piece of art that
commemorates your Journey and gives
you a vision of you on your Soul’s path.

READINGS AND SESSIONS IN

Spiritual mediumship
Spirit portraits of loved ones in Spirit
F Akashic record life readings
F Group sessions and classes
F Akashic Training
F Soul Art
F
F

Interested in finding out more about training
or mentorship? Contact Nancy for a
FREE discovery session
978-835-0005 F nancy@angelscapes.net
Haverhill, MA F angelscapes.net

Spiritual Practices
The Greater Boston
Church of Spiritualism
ARLINGTON MASONIC TEMPLE
19 Academy St., Arlington, MA
(off Mass Ave., easy access by T via Harvard Sq.)
The Greater Boston Church of Spiritualism embraces a religious and spiritual
belief blending ancient wisdom with contemporary thought. Services are held at
10:30 am every Sunday, with mediumship,
live music, inspirational talks, and healing
by laying on of hands.

When we change...
the world changes.
Methods of achieving stability and clarity of mind become more and more essential as our social, political, and economic
structures change dramatically. Raja Yoga
is a simple but powerful form of meditation that can help you to develop peace of
mind, resilience, and inner strength.
The Brahma Kumaris is a worldwide
spiritual organization, affiliated with the UN
and recipient of seven Peace Messenger
awards. Classes include meditation and
a range of other practical tools for selftransformation. Workshops, group meditations, and retreats are held regularly.
All activities are offered free of charge,
as a community service.

As an evolving spiritual community,
The Greater Boston Church of Spiritualism
offers weekday evening classes in mediumship, healing, and meditation; mediums
days are the last Sunday of the month; and
seminars and workshops through the year.
For a brochure with upcoming events, or
to speak with the Pastor, call us. Visit our
website for current events or more information.
An affiliate of the Spiritualists United Network
(SUN) and the International Spiritualist Federation

Our mailing address:
40-44 Spring St., Watertown, MA 02472
617-923-4334
GreaterBostonChurchofSpiritualism.com

b Brahma Kumaris Learning Center for Peace

75 Common St, Watertown, MA
617-926-1230 • bknewengland.org
boston@us.brahmakumaris.org
b Inner Space Meditation Center & Gallery

1110 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA
617-547-1110 • innerspaceharvardsq.org
info@innerspaceharvardsq.org
b Shrewsbury @ ATFS Center

433 South St, Shrewsbury, MA
617-926-1230
shrewsbury@bknewengland.org
b Providence

123 North Main St, Providence, RI
401-354-2693
providence@bknewengland.org
b Manchester

575 W. Willow St, Ste 209, Manchester, NH
603-622-5500
manchester@bknewengland.org
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